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ABSTRACT
The pervasiveness of Web Services, compounded with seamless interoperability characteristics, introduces security concerns that are to be carefully considered with the envisioned
internet architecture. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive study on Web Service vulnerabilities. We consider
not only well known Web-based vulnerabilities such as SQL
injection, session replay etc, but we also analyze Web-Service
specific vulnerabilities and their potential of attacks due to
poor service construction and service maintenance. In our
analysis, we classify each of the studied vulnerability according to a new taxonomy, discuss remedies and impact,
and propose methods of detection based on real-time analysis. Our analysis is supported by the results of a large scale
study involving over 2,000 real-world Web Services. We note
that many of the least studied vulnerabilities are present in
the wild.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet will be characterized by a new generation of
applications built by composing services and data from different providers and organizations in order to provide users
with added-value services tailored to their needs. Web Services play a key role in realizing the Internet vision, as they
provide a simple interface between a provider and a consumer and are supported by a complex software infrastructure, which typically includes an application server, the operating system and a set of external systems (e.g., databases,
payment gateways, etc). A Web Service may include several operations, wherein each operation is a method with
several input parameters, and is described using a standardized XML format used to generate server and client code,
and for configuration, the WSDL (Web Service Description
Language). A broker is used to enable applications to find
Web Services. Consumer and provider communicate by exchanging SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages.
However, the pervasiveness of Web-Services, compounded
with seamless interoperability characteristics of Web ser-
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vices introduce security concerns that do not exist in traditional distributed messaging techniques (e.g. RMI [18] and
CORBA [17]) and that are currently not addressed by existing technologies. For instance, the SOAP protocol used for
communication in Web Services does not address security
by itself. A SOAP protocol can bypass a firewall and can
get processed by the Web Service directly [19]. As shown
in recent work, SOAP messages can be easily exploited [19],
and be overturned to the attacker’s gain.
In response to these issues, some recent work has proposed
extensions to improve Web service security, e.g. [11, 14, 6, 7].
Further, some standardization efforts have been undertaken.
WS-Security [16] for example, is a notable standardization
effort, introduced to add security to SOAP messages by describing how the header part of the message can be used to
pass along security information. Nevertheless, the extent to
which these initiatives have strengthened the overall security guarantees offered by the Web services is yet unclear.
In particular, although taxonomies for generic software vulnerabilities have been successfully proposed [23, 4], we are
not aware of any in-depth study of Web Services vulnerabilities. Most of the existing works point to vulnerabilities that
are generic to any Web application, or focus on securing
solely SOAP messages, but do not discuss about vulnerabilities specifically related to Web Services, such as WSDL
vulnerabilities [14]. WSDL related vulnerabilities are those
that enable the attackers to know their existence through
the analysis of the WSDL files of the services.
In an effort to improve our understanding of Web services
vulnerabilities, in this paper we introduce a novel clientbased classification of Web service vulnerabilities. Our classification enables the client to know which vulnerabilities
can be quickly prevented by the client as well as which ones
can be prevented without revealing any information to the
service provider or the attacker.
Starting from our classification criteria, we discuss several
Web service vulnerabilities. We consider not only known
Web-based vulnerabilities such as SQL injection, session replay etc, but we also analyze vulnerabilities born specifically as a result of poor Web service construction and service maintenance, such as lack of encryption, invalid XML,
parser attacks, and log file attacks.
In our analysis, we discuss remedies and impact for each
of the identified vulnerabilities, and propose methods of detection based on real-time analysis of the WSDL document
describing the exposed Web Service.
We provide the results of a large scale study involving over
2,000 real-world Web services. Our evaluation, carried out

using a vulnerability detector prototyped by us, indicates
that many of the least studied vulnerabilities (in the context
of Web services) are present in the wild such as Password in
Clear, and Invalid XML. We provide a discussion on possible
solution mechanisms and countermeasures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
some background on Web services. In Section 3, we present
our taxonomy of services and discuss various vulnerabilities.
We present our methodology employed to detect vulnerabilities and discuss the results in Section 4. We conclude in
Section 5.

2.

WEB SERVICES STANDARDS AND SECURITY

In this section, we briefly overview some of the Web Services standards that are relevant for our study. Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML format for
describing Web services. WSDL describes the structure of
a specific service using XML- formatted data. The information provided acts as an interface to the service, that is,
the information includes service name and location, method
names, argument types, return values and types. Through
a WSDL description, a client application can determine explicit instructions on how to communicate with previously
private applications, as well as determine the operations
that are available to the consumer that he or she can invoke. WSDL files are typically stored in Web registries that
can be searched by potential clients to locate Web Service
implementations of desired capabilities. Due to exposed detailed methods and location information, several attacks can
be crafted based upon vulnerabilities leveraging information in WSDL files. Essentially, the attacker, by analyzing
the WSDL, is provided with critical information about various methods and parameters needed for the attack. These
set of vulnerabilities are sometimes referred to as WSDL
vulnerabilities. We note that, although some recent work
has already acknowledged that Web services undergo WSDL
threats [14, 9], we are not aware of any study of the impact
of such vulnerabilities. Further, previous work has shown
that Web Services are subjected to many other attacks, irrespective of the information stored in WSDL [19, 12, 13,
14, 3]. For instance, in Web applications, a client communicates with the application through a Web browser whereas in
Web Services, the client directly interacts with the service.
Hence, the Web Services are more vulnerable to attacks than
traditional Web applications due to the absence of a browser
in the middle of communication.
In order to cope with these issues, Web Service security
standards [16] are nowadays widely used to implement an
end-to-end security solution between the sender and receiver
in a SOA system. Digital signatures and message encryption
are used within the WS-Security standard to ensure the confidentiality, non-repudiation and integrity of the messages.
WS-Trust, WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-SecureConversation, WSFederation and WS-Authorization protocols are additional
security standards that augment the WS-Security specification.
WS-Security standards, however, cannot provide a comprehensive security solution to Web Services. For instance,
XML-signatures can be used to protect the integrity of messages exchanged between the client and the service, but if
the message sender itself is malicious, it can insert malicious

content within the messages using its own genuine XMLsignature [11]. Also, WS-Security is not effective to prevent many attacks. For instance despite the WS-Security
standards, an attacker can launch XML injection, parameter tampering attacks [19], Denial-of-Service [11], and information disclosure attacks. We argue that security measures such as input validation and careful coding of Web
Services are very important and complement WS-Security
standards. These observations motivate us to undertake this
study to find out how widely the Web Service vulnerabilities are spread out in the huge set of openly available Web
Services.

3.

A TAXONOMY OF WEB-SERVICE VULNERABILITIES

In this section, we introduce a new taxonomy for Web
Services vulnerabilities, shown in Figure 1, and discuss few
representative vulnerabilities for each introduced element in
the taxonomy. We provide a novel client-centered perspective on the vulnerabilities Web Services currently face. Precisely, our approach is to take the viewpoint of a client to
help it quickly detect and cope with the vulnerability being
observed. The client-targeted classification has the following advantages: 1. The client knows which vulnerabilities
can be prevented by the client (i.e., changeable), 2. The
client knows which vulnerabilities can be quickly detected
(i.e., static), and 3. The client knows which vulnerabilities
can be prevented without revealing any information to the
service provider or the attacker (i.e., static). This viewpoint
addresses a known shortcoming of previously proposed taxonomies, and of similar classification approaches based on
software vulnerabilities [23, 4] which do not make their intended usage explicit.
For instance, a well known approach to classification of
vulnerabilities [12, 13], is based on the nature of the software
error originating the vulnerability or the security breach.
These classifications [12, 13] are interesting but general purpose. Furthermore, although very extensive, using the software error as a criteria may result in some degree of ambiguity, in that some vulnerabilities may arguably fall into two
different categories. For example, if the criterion for classification is security breach, the well-known SQL injection
vulnerability could fall into both Tampering and Information Disclosure vulnerability categories, since SQL exploits
may result in tampering of the Web service as well as lead
to unwanted information leakage. Also, we note that works
that predict the occurrence of vulnerabilities exist [5]. However, in this work, we do not aim at predictive methods, but
rather at designing strong taxonomies.

3.1

A Client-target Taxonomy

In order to develop a sound taxonomy, a main challenge
is to identify unambiguous, orthogonal classification criteria
for a set of objects [20]. Defining unambiguous classification
criteria for software vulnerabilities is especially known to be
non-trivial [5]. In this work, the vulnerabilities are classified
based on the following: (1) by the detection method and
(2) by checking if the client , by itself, can prevent the attack related to the vulnerability. Accordingly, we define two
mutually exclusive categories of vulnerabilities: Static and
Dynamic vulnerabilities. Static vulnerabilities can be detected without the execution of a service whereas dynamic
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Web Services Vulnerabilities.

vulnerabilities can be detected upon execution. In order to
detect dynamic vulnerabilities, the client needs to receive
a response from the service, whereas, for the detection of
static vulnerabilities, there is no need of any feedback or response from the service. To detect a static vulnerability, the
client can utilize the available resource belonging to the service (e.g., WSDL) and does not need feedback or response
from the service. Each of these two classes of vulnerabilities are further classified into Changeable and Unchangeable.
Changeable vulnerabilities can be prevented by the client and
the service on the fly when a client makes a call to the service. That is, the vulnerability can be addressed without
modifying the core functions of the Web service itself. For
instance, the client may modify its original input or add to
its original input in order to prevent vulnerabilities. For example, a client protects its password by encrypting it with
a cryptographic key when the client finds that the service
does not provide any mechanism for protecting the password. Unchangeable vulnerabilities can only be prevented
if the service undergoes some architectural and structural
change. That is, the service provider needs to modify the
service in order to prevent vulnerabilities which cannot be
done dynamically when a client call the service. For example, if the service is prone to generate an error on the
interface on execution, it cannot be prevented either by the
client or the provider during the time of service execution
by the client.
Note that some vulnerabilities classified as changeable may,
of course, be addressed by the server which could change the
WSDL or its applications to address them. Our approach
is to label vulnerabilities as changeable if the client has the
option to prevent the vulnerability even if the server could
theoretically also address them directly.
In Figure 1, we report examples of vulnerabilities classified under our taxonomy. We note that our taxonomy is
orthogonal to existing classifications, as we provide a clienttargeted taxonomy.

3.2

Vulnerabilities

Next, we discuss some vulnerabilities for each of the classes
we have identified. We select vulnerabilities covering a broad
and diverse set of representative software and architectural

problems. Our discussion focuses on Web service-specific
vulnerabilities, whose corresponding attacks mainly exploit
information stored in WSDL files. Our empirical evaluation
demonstrates that most of the WSDL vulnerabilities are often underlooked, and yet exist in the wild and are poorly
protected.
We note that our discussion focuses on specific instances
of selected vulnerabilities. Multiple variations for every discussed vulnerability may exist, which however have the same
inherent nature and similar exploit methods. For instance,
for the parsing vulnerability (V2 in the description below),
there exist different variations such as XML Bomb, huge
file size, SOAP array attack vulnerabilities, etc. In all of
these instances, the basic idea is the same: the XML file is
modified to make the processing time of the file huge.

3.2.1

Static Vulnerabilities

We now present examples of static vulnerabilities. We discuss several vulnerabilities that are WSDL-related (V1-V4),
and provide an example of a non-WSDL-related vulnerability (V5).
V1. Password in Clear
Purpose: A service requires a password from its client to
authenticate the client. A Web Service requests the client
for a user name and password by creating an authentication
method among its other methods related to the service. Just
like any other method of the service, the interface of an
authentication method is published in the WSDL. The client
makes a call to this method by providing his user name
and password, after which the service authenticates the user.
The following is a code snippet showing a login method in
terms of an operation.
<message name="LoginInput">
<part name="body" element="xsd1:LoginRequest"/>
</message>
<message name="LoginOutput">
<part name="body" element="xsd1:LoginResponse"/>
</message>
<portType name="LoginPortType">
<operation name="Login">

<input message="tns:LoginInput"/>
<output message="tns:LoginOutput"/>
</operation>
</portType>
Vulnerability: A service is said to have a Password in
Clear vulnerability when it does not use password encryption methods to protect the password at the message level.
Even though the client and the service employ a transport
level security protocol such as TLS or SSL, the password is
still at a message-level threat. Message-level security is very
important in cases where there exist intermediate nodes receiving the client’s message or request. For instance, consider a service requesting the client for its password. The
client sends the password in clear as an argument to the authentication method. However, the client method call might
pass through multiple intermediate nodes or servers which
are not necessarily authorized to access the client’s password. In this case, even though the client method call is
encrypted using a transport layer protocol, after receiving
the client call, the intermediate nodes can access the client’s
password.
Remedy: The Password in Clear vulnerability can be resolved by defining policies in the WSDL of a service. WSSecurityPolicy standard along with the WS-Policy standard
can be used to define security policies within the WSDL to
request the client to encrypt its password. This vulnerability is classified as Changeable as the client can encrypt its
password with the service’s public key if it exists even when
there is no policy defined on the password. The following
is an example of an encryption policy defined in a WSDL
file asking the client to encrypt its input message, in which
case, the client encrypts its password.
<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="InputIdentifier">
<wsp:ExactlyOne>
<wsp:All>
<sp:EncryptedParts>
<sp:Body/>
</sp:EncryptedParts>
</wsp:All>
</wsp:ExactlyOne>
</wsp:Policy>
V2. Invalid Parser
Purpose: A parser is required at the service end in order
to parse the service requests of the client.
Vulnerability: A service is said to have a Parser vulnerability when proper validation techniques are not in place
at the service end during parsing of the service requests.
Two types of parsers are commonly used in the context of
Web Services: DOM-based parser and SAX-based parser
[22]. DOM-based parser is prone to denial of service attacks. This is mainly because DOM-based parser places
whole of the XML request data in the memory for parsing. One such dangerous attack is the XML Bomb attack,
where an attacker writes an XML file with huge number of
nested elements or entities. Due to this attack, the parser
allocates large memory and it is stuck indefinitely parsing
the huge number of elements, leading to denial of service to
other clients requesting the service. Also, the following attacks can take place: inputting large number of files for parsing, malformed XML (e.g., unclosed tags), malicious attachment, soap array attack (huge number of XML elements),

and large XML document size. SAX-based parser is more
prone to XML injection attacks, where an attacker inputs
data to the service which can query data in unauthorized
mode. Though both DOM and SAX based parsers are vulnerable to denial of service and XML injection attacks, the
above attacks are more critical to each of the parsers. This
vulnerability can be detected at the service provider end.
Though Parser vulnerability is not explicitly dependent on
the WSDL, it is considered to be partially dependent on the
WSDL as the attacker can carefully frame the XML input
which is logically correct according to the schema defined or
referred to in the WSDL, but which is a malicious one.
Remedy: The Denial of Service attack in terms of XML
Bomb attack can be resolved by validating the size of input stream when an XML request arrives at the service end.
The XML Injection attack can be resolved by properly validating the input from the client by defining a proper XML
Schema. This vulnerability is classified as Unchangeable as
the code and the type of parsers cannot be changed during
the client’s call to the service.
V3. Invalid XML
Purpose: Validation of an XML file is needed in order to
prevent attacks that submit an XML file with malicious content or XML file with wrong data types.
Vulnerability: A service is said to have an Invalid XML
vulnerability when the schema related to the service is defined within the WSDL file of the service. The following is
an example of a schema defined within the WSDL (the other
parts of the file such as messages, port types, etc, are not
shown):
<wsdl:types>
<s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified"
targetNamespace="http://test.org/">
<s:element name="WeatherRequest">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
name="City" type="s:string"/>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
name="Zipcode" type="s:int"/>
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
<s:element name="WeatherResponse">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
name="Resp" type="s:string"/>
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
</s:schema>
</wsdl:types>
Exploiting this vulnerability, an attacker can modify the
actual schema with a different schema and replace it in the
WSDL file. This attack is called Invalid XML or Schema
Poisoning attack, wherein when the client accesses the WSDL
file, it is prompted with an Invalid XML error due to which
the client would not be able to use the WSDL file to make
function calls to the service.
For instance, in the above schema, the attacker might

modify the above inline schema by replacing the string type
with an int type. Hence, the client is forced to provide an
integer instead of a string due to which the client would get
an Invalid XML error every time it calls the service.
Remedy: The Invalid XML vulnerability can be resolved
by defining the schema outside of the WSDL file. The attacker will not have access to the schema for modification.
This vulnerability is classified as Unchangeable as the service provider defines the schema beforehand in the WSDL
and cannot be changed when the client makes a call to the
service.

by auditing the log file, the service provider can investigate
about a probable attack.
Vulnerability: A service is said to have a logging vulnerability when it is prone to log injection. That is, the service
logging mechanism does not properly validate the input of
the service. In a log injection attack, an attacker injects his
own phrase into the service provider’s log file. The attacker
injects a targeted phrase in the input he provides to the service. For instance, consider a service taking a user name of
the user as one of its inputs. The following is a normal log
file generated after a genuine user User1 invokes the service.

V4. Confidentiality and Integrity
Purpose: A client needs to protect its data during transit
from unauthorized sniffing and modification from attackers
if the data is important and sensitive.
Vulnerability: A service is said to have a Confidentiality and Integrity vulnerability when it does not employ any
kind of encryption or integrity techniques over its input and
output data. When the input data sent to the methods by
the client and when the output data from the service are
not encrypted, there is a breach to the confidentiality of
the client’s data in transit similar to the Password in Clear
vulnerability. However, Password in Clear vulnerability is
present only in the operations element of the WSDL file
and deals only with the password, whereas Confidentiality
and Integrity vulnerability is concerned to any data present
within any element within the WSDL file. Also, the client’s
data in transit to the service might be altered by attackers
in which case the integrity of the client’s data is lost. This
vulnerability can be detected by analyzing the WSDL file
of the service by checking if there are any security policies
defined in the WSDL file regarding the encryption and integrity of the messages or data.
Remedy: The Confidentiality vulnerability for input data
can be resolved by requiring the client to encrypt its data
during transit. This requirement can be achieved by defining XML encryption policies using WS-SecurityPolicy standard along with the WS-Policy standard within the WSDL.
For confidentiality of output data, the service needs to employ the encryption methods too. The Integrity vulnerability can be resolved by requiring the client to use digital signatures over its input data. The service can achieve
this by defining XML digital signature policies using WSSecurityPolicy standard along with the WS-Policy standard
within the WSDL. This vulnerability is classified as Changeable as the client, before making a call to the service, can
encrypt the message using the public key of the service to
ensure confidentiality, and the client can sign the message
using its private key to ensure integrity.

Successful login attempt for User1.

V5. Logging
Several static vulnerabilities that are not WSDL-related
exist. For instance vulnerabilities such as the Logging vulnerability and Services in Public Business Registries vulnerability arise irrespective of WSDL data.
Purpose: A service provider needs to log or store critical
activities that take place with respect to the service for security reasons. For instance, a service logs the login time
and login username.A service also needs to audit the stored
log files for security reasons. When a failed login occurs,

An attacker’s intention could be to defame User3. The attacker provides his input as ”User2. [LINEBREAK] Failed
login attempt for User3. [LINEBREAK] Failed login attempt for User3. [LINEBREAK] Failed login attempt for
User3. [LINEBREAK] Failed login attempt for User3. [LINEBREAK] Failed login attempt for User3.”, so that the following is written to the log file.
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed

login
login
login
login
login

attempt
attempt
attempt
attempt
attempt

for
for
for
for
for

User2.
User3.
User3.
User3.
User3.

Since the service logging mechanism does not properly
validate the input of the service, especially, the linebreak in
the example above, the attacker is able to inject into the log
file. User3 is mistakenly suspected for his login behavior due
to this logging vulnerability.
Remedy: The Logging vulnerability can be resolved by
properly validating the inputs provided by the user. The logging validation mechanism by avoiding meta-characters such
as linebreak, separators, etc. This vulnerability is classified
as Unchangeable as the log files are at the service provider’s
end.

3.2.2

Dynamic Vulnerabilities

Dynamic Vulnerabilities (i.e. can only be detected upon
the execution of a service) are widely present in generic Web
applications and have been studied [10, 15] more in depth
than the Static Vulnerabilities. We now provide a high level
review of the most seen ones in Web services.
V6. Error on Interface
Purpose: Errors are used to let the developer know to alter
the code if there is a bug in the code, and to let the user of
the service know to alter his or her input to the service.
Vulnerability: A Web Service is said to have an Error on
Interface vulnerability when it throws an error on the client’s
user interface or browser when the client makes a call to
the service which might reveal to an attacker the internal
details of the service such as their secret directory information, database dumps, and stack traces. For example, the
following code of a service reveals the path information to
the service invoker:
char* path = getenv("PATH");
...
sprintf(stderr, " No file found on path %s n", path);
Remedy: The Error on Interface vulnerability can be avoided
by handling error messages in the service code. This vulnerability is classified as Unchangeable as the service provider

Type of Service

Business
Location
Communication/Entertainment
Scientific/Security
Search
Other
Total

Authenticating
Services

NonAuthenticating
Services

No of Services
38
41
29
15
5
224
352

No of Services
27
71
36
695
50
1115
1994

Avg. no of
Operations
9
9
15
3
7
15
66

Avg. no of
Operations
5
6
8
23
8
7
62

% of Services Authenticating

58
37
44.6
2
9
17

Table 1: Authenticating and Non-Authenticating Services

cannot change the service code while the client makes a call
to the service.
V7. SQL and XPath Injection
Purpose: The inputs of the clients are transformed into
SQL or XPath queries. The queries are used to query the
SQL and XPath databases of the services.
Vulnerability: A Web Service is said to have an SQL or
XPath Injection vulnerability when an attacker can input
hidden queries in his or her XML requests to retrieve data
from the database of the service. Similar to SQL injection
attack, XPath injection attack takes place when the service
is using XML documents to store user data instead of an
SQL database.
Remedy: The SQL and XPath Injection can be avoided
by defining an XML schema that carefully validates all possible types of inputs from the user. This vulnerability is
Unchangeable.
V8. Session Replay
Purpose: Session is maintained between a client and a service, so that the client need not repeat providing the same
data to the service for consecutive method calls. For instance, in order to authenticate a client, the service requires
the user name and password from the client every time it
calls the service. Hence, by maintaining a session with the
client, the service need not authenticate the client multiple
times.
Vulnerability: A service is said to have a Session Replay
vulnerability when it maintains sessions through session IDs.
An attacker can get hold of the session ID and reuse it to
gain unauthorized control of the session of an authorized
client by sending a request to the service using the session
ID.
Remedy: Session Replay vulnerability can be resolved by
the service and the client using a nonce during communication, with the client, that involves session ID. This vulnerability is classified as Changeable as the client can send a
nonce along with the session ID when it makes a call to the
service.

4.

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

To assess the extent to which Web Services vulnerabilities
are an actual problem in today’s Internet, we tested 2346
real Web Services. These services are taken from the Web
Service collection of Al-Masri and Mahmoud [2], who ob-

tained them from UDDI Business Registries and the World
Wide Web. In total, the authors [2] collected 2507 services.
Out of this dataset, we disregard 160 services which generated parser errors. The parser was unable to find the
schema files located in different locations, that is, outside
of the WSDL file.

4.1

Methodology

We developed a WSDL parser in order to efficiently detect
static vulnerabilities. Each WSDL file belonging to the 2507
services is associated with a service. The parser reads all the
WSDL files in a loop and processes each WSDL. It specifically detects static vulnerabilities by looking into certain elements and information within the WSDL. It first looks for
the service name by parsing the file utilizing a Definition
object. Then, based on the service keywords (extracted from
the WSDL and compared with Wordnet dictionary to ensure
semantic relevance with the category), the parser classifies
the service into a type. The parser compares the service
name with a set of words which are commonly used for a
category. For instance, to detect if the service falls into business category (discussed in Section 4.2), the parser compares
the service name with the following words: order, business,
price, purchase, rate, quote, accounting, stock, tax, market,
finance, etc. More details on the type-based organization
of the dataset used for our tests are provided in the next
section.
Next, it checks for the elements defining the vulnerabilities. For instance, for the Password in Clear vulnerability,
our parser looks for the term Password in the WSDL document within the operations elements. The parser also looks
if there are any policies defined by looking if any of the wsp
or wsap elements (see Section 3.2.1, V1) exist in the WSDL
file. If both these cases are true, then the parser warns
of a Password in Clear vulnerability. Similarly, the parser
looks for the presence of wsp or wsap elements in the WSDL
for detecting the Confidentiality and Integrity vulnerability.
However, for detecting Password in Clear vulnerability, the
parser, in addition to checking for the presence of policies in
the WSDL file, looks for authentication methods, and within
them looks for the argument ”Password”, whereas, for detecting Confidentiality and Integrity vulnerability, the parser
just checks if any policies are defined within the WSDL file.
For both of these vulnerabilities, checking for a wsp or wsap
element enables us to know whether usage of encryption or
integrity technologies are mandated by the service.

Type of Service

Business
Location
Communication/Entertainment
Scientific/Security
Search
Other
Total

Total Services

Pwd
Clear

65
112
65
710
55
1339
2346

37
41
29
15
5
224
351

in

ConfidentialityInvalid XML
and Int
64
112
65
710
55
1339
2345

63 (96.92%)
110 (98.21%)
61 (93.8%)
686 (96.62%)
52 (94.54%)
1065 (79.53%)
2157(91.94%)

Total
Vulnerabilities
164
263
131
1411
112
2748
4853

Table 2: Static Vulnerabilities by Service Type

In order to detect whether Invalid XML vulnerability exists, the parser looks for the presence of a schema definition
element within the types element in the WSDL file. If the
schema is defined in the WSDL file, the parser concludes the
presence of the Invalid XML vulnerability. The Parser and
Logging and Auditing vulnerabilities cannot be detected by
us as the parser type information is available at the service
end, and the log and audit information is also available at
the service provider. However, if the client is able to negotiate about this information with the service, then these
vulnerabilities can be identified.
To test the dynamic vulnerabilities, we utilized a commercial Web Service vulnerability scanner called Acunetix Web
vulnerability scanner [1]. We chose this scanner as it is well
known for Web Services vulnerability detection [21] and can
detect the most popular Web-based vulnerabilities (including Error on Interface, and SQL and XPath Injection) in a
reliable fashion.

4.2

Results

As Web services can be of disparate types and can have
varying degree of complexity, we organized the WSDL files of
the dataset in different groups, based on the Web Service’s
types. We anticipate that Web services belonging to the
same type will have a very similar set of functionality and
corresponding architecture, and therefore may be prone to
a similar set of vulnerabilities.
We classified the services into 7 types based on their provisioned service: Business (eg., quote retrieval), Location (eg.,
weather), Communication and Entertainment (eg., email,
travel, holiday), Scientific/Security (eg., gene variations, encryption), Search (eg., search for university data), and Others. These categories reflect the common types of Web services exposed in public registries.
In Table 1, we show the average number of operations for
each service type. As reported, Scientific/Security services
expose a large number of operations, followed by Communication and Other service types. We note that services in
the Business category have higher percent of authenticating
services, followed by Communication services. In the table,
we further distinguish among authenticating (e.g. request a
password to access) and non-authenticating services. We observe that the authenticating services have an average of 9.4
operations or functions in their services whereas the nonauthenticating services have an average of 8.8 operations.
Intuitively, this is because authenticating services are more
complex than the non-authenticating services and usually
offer complex and possibly sensitive operations.
Table 2 shows the breakdown of number of vulnerabilities

detected by service type. As can be quickly observed, there
is an extremely large number of vulnerabilities identified per
service type. Any vulnerability present in each service occurs at least once.
First, we note that non-authenticating services have more
static vulnerabilities (96.4%) compared to authenticating
services (94.5%). Non-authenticating services are typically
services with simpler communication protocols, that require
limited interaction and storage of sensitive data with end
users. Hence, they probably do not have a secure architecture compared to authenticating services.
Further, as shown in Table 2, almost all (96.6%) of the
tested services do not specify any policies and hence they
suffer from Confidentiality and Integrity vulnerabilities. A
similar result is obtained for the Password in Clear vulnerability which is widely present among the services that request a password from the client. We find that all the authenticating services, irrespective of the service type have
a Password in Clear vulnerability. We reason about the
absence of message level confidentiality and integrity protection by the services as follows: 1. Confidentiality and
Integrity of data can be achieved at the transport layer level
with the use of HTTPS, and 2. The tested services are publicly available and are not related to internal processes of
a business and hence, might not have maintained messagelevel confidentiality and integrity of services. Message-level
security is very important when the client message path includes multiple other applications or services which might
be connected with different, possibly non-secure transport
protocols. In such a case, transport level security is not sufficient to protect the messages. Hence, we consider addressing the Confidentiality and Integrity and Password in Clear
vulnerabilities very critical in the Web Service life-cycle.
Also, we note that the large majority of the services define their schema within the WSDL itself. As discussed in
Section 3.2.1, exposing the schema leads to Invalid XML
vulnerability. We note that this vulnerability is mostly observed in Location Services and Search Web-services. The
services from the Other category are least vulnerable (79.5
%) to Invalid XML attacks when compared to the remaining service types. This is quite unexpected, and probably
identifies that there is a great variety of Web-services which
are more carefully architected than others.
In summary, from the above, we see that static vulnerabilities are alarmingly common in publicly exposed Web Services, with Confidentiality and Integrity vulnerability being
the most common. Confidentiality and integrity is considered a most important vulnerability, as previous research
[8] has shown that in spite of the presence of cryptographic

protocols such as SSL/TLS, breaches of confidentiality and
integrity of data are likely.
In regard to dynamic vulnerabilities, we randomly selected
300 services and checked whether they had any dynamic vulnerabilities. We selected proportionally equal number of services from all service types. We specifically tested for Error
on Interface and SQL Injection vulnerabilities as these are
critical vulnerabilities that could dramatically affect Web
Services, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. We found very few
vulnerabilities. Interestingly, the tested Web Services have
either 0 or multiple vulnerabilities. Precisely, 7% of the services have at least one vulnerability (i.e. 6 services), but
all of such services have multiple occurences of the same dynamic vulnerabilities (14 each, on average). We speculate
that these are instances of poorly maintained services, and
therefore, when the dynamic vulnerabilities exist in a service, they affect multiple service operations leading to major
security holes.

5.

CONCLUSION

As Web Services technologies become an important component of the Internet vision, we urge a better understanding
of their security guarantees. Toward meeting this goal, in
this paper we introduced a novel simple taxonomy to classify
Web Services vulnerabilities. Within the provided classification, we discussed various vulnerabilities associated with
Web Services. To verify how common these vulnerabilities
are, we analyzed vulnerabilities of over 2000 real-world Web
Services. Our experiments show that there are a huge number of vulnerabilities in the publicly available services, which
call for a comprehensive solution to prevent the exploitation
of these vulnerabilities.
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